
June 1, 2020 

 

The Board of Public Works & Safety met on Monday, June 1, 2020, at 10:00 a.m. by ZOOM video. Present 

were, Cindy Cunningham, Brian Flynn, Linda Wilk, Dana Gault, Alex Huskey and secretary to the board.  

 

Motion to approve minutes for May 18, 2020- Cindy Cunningham; seconded Linda Wilk. 

Motion carried. 

 

Next on the agenda Jerry, Code Enforcement Department. 

 

Building Department- Mowing 

 

Jerry Foustnight: Okay, what we have before you today is, is it is time to start mowing properties within the 

city. What we did (in audible) open the bids prior today. We really don’t take bids. What we do is we set a price 

for what we as a city is willing to pay for mowing. We pay $50 per city lot to be mowed and so in order for us 

to move forward we went ahead and had interviews this past week. We had interviews on Friday and what we 

did was we had four individuals that put in for to mow the yards for the city. What we did was one of them 

wanted $200 per city lot which we couldn’t do. So what we have selected is we selected three companies to do 

the mowing for us. We thought that last year we had two companies, this year we want to go with three 

contractors to try to get more done. With this virus we have been running behind somewhat and so we are going 

to, we’ll have the three contractors along with two of the work mate crews out helping us do the mowing. What 

we did was we selected Deez Cutz it is Dee Albertson, we selected Mashawn Kemp of MK Services. Mashawn 

Kemp mowed for us last year so he is familiar with the process. And Birley Lawn Service, Hiram Ramos. 

Brian Flynn: Jerry I am going to ask you to hold on a moment. Whoever is listening as Iphone… 

Alex Huskey: The meeting host can mute everyone. 

Aisha Richard: I really don’t want to mute everyone because I need to hear everyone.  

Brian Flynn: Yeah, we really need the person that was just listed as just Iphone, I see they have muted so thank 

you very much. Okay Jerry could you continue? 

Jerry Foustnight: Sure, and what we have done is again we pay $50 per lot. We would like to get started on this 

Wednesday but out of courtesy for the board we wanted to let you know who we had selected and how it is 

going to be. On  Wednesday or we anticipate that on Wednesday we will give out one hundred and fifty work 

orders, fifty to each one of the three mowing crews and we changed some of the policy this year. We want them 

to have, once they get the work order within a week we want those completed we want the billing statement 

provided within that week as soon as they finish the project or the work order. We want to be able to get the 

billing information so that we can move forward. A lot of these lots will never be paid for the people will never 

pay for us to do that. So we’re wanting to get the billing out as soon as possible and that way we give them time 

to pay them, if they don’t pay them  then we put that lien on the property themselves. Before we had some of 

the contractors that would wait until the end of the year and give us a big stack of them and it is just too much 

turmoil. We had to send out notices and we had to wait a longer period of time. This way we are going to 

stream line it and make it more efficient and hopefully a little quicker on returns. I’d answer any of your 

questions but like I said last year we had two mowers, uh two companies, this year we have three contractors, it 

is the same amount of money. It doesn’t matter if you have one or three or whatever because we are only paying 

$50 so we thought with three contractors it would be more efficient and we would get them done quicker. 

Cindy Cunningham: My computer froze up while you were saying who that you had hired, could you please? 

Jerry Foustinight: Sure, Dee Alberton of Deez Cutz, she has been mowing for a while, she’s we have had some 

other people we have talked to that she does a very, very good job at what she does. In her interview she did a 

very good interview for us we felt like that she would do an excellent job for us. Having said that you never 

know until you hire somebody what they are going to do for you. So anyway, and then we hired Mashawn 

Kemp again. He has done work for a couple two or three years. Mashawn is efficient at what he does, he is one 

of the contractors that when we give him work orders he is just very quick at getting them completed and 

getting the information back to us. Then also Birley Lawn Service, Hiram Ramos is the owner of that. He 

mowed for the city about five years ago and so we thought that we would try him also. In the interviews that we 

did have with them we made sure that they had the equipment to be able to perform the tasks that we ask and all 

of these have the equipment, they have the manpower and we feel these were the three best choices.  

Cindy Cunningham: Thank you.  

Jerry Foustnight: You are welcome. 

Cindy Cunningham: I have one more question please. If somebody needs to turn in a property do they call you 

or how do they handle that? 

Jerry Foustnight: Sure, you know we have the city website which we get a lot of complaints on the city website 

as far as overgrown weeds and trash or whatever so a lot of people do it that way or they can also call city hall 

and ask for code enforcement and report their concerns to Jared. Jared Florence which is in charge of code 

enforcement.  

Cindy Cunningham: Thank you Jerry. 

Jerry Foustnight: You are welcome. 

Alex Huskey: This is Alex. 

Jerry Foustnight: Yes. 



Alex Huskey: Jerry, so you know a lot of times we get questions from people that have applied or say that they 

have applied to be a part of the mowing service. For the spirit of transparency would you be willing all of those 

that applied and all of those that were interviewed and if there’s reasons for groups not being interviewed would 

you also just share that. You don’t have to share it now but if you can just send that out to us.  

Jerry Foustnight: Sure, but like I said a minute ago Alex we only pay $50 per lot, that is our set fee. Last year it 

was $45, two years ago it was $45 last year we raised it to $50 and this year we are going to keep it at $50. The 

reason why, we only had four applicants that applied for the mowing positions. And one applicant he wants 

$200 per city lot that is $150 more than we are willing to pay and so basically we did have an interview with 

him and we felt like because of what he wanted per lot and everything that we couldn’t we just couldn’t use 

him. And so the other three that we selected have agreed to the $50 per city lot and so we tried to be kind of 

diverse in how we’ve hired people. Mashawn Kemp as you may know he has mowed for us before. We have 

never since I have been in this position we have never had a lady or a woman mow for us so we this is kind of 

new for us. We have a lady that is going to have her and her crew out mowing for us and Hiram Ramos he 

mowed like five years ago for the city. He is a Mexican individual. Very nice guy did a very good job on his 

interview. Who we hired, we hired who we thought would be the best for us. We did advertise this out, we did 

advertise it in the paper and in the media so that everybody had ample time to apply for it, pick up the packets, 

return them to us and those (inaudible).  

Alex Huskey: Thank you. It is just like elections. Everybody always says they voted for the candidate that won 

and then people often come to us and say hey I applied and the city didn’t select me and I just wanted to make 

sure I could speak to that if I get those questions.  

Jerry Foustnight: Right. We only had four packets returned to us. And we did interview all four of them.  

Brian Flynn: Okay, any other comments or questions from the board? Does this require an action? Or is this just 

notification? 

Jerry Foustnight: I think this is just notification to let you guys as a courtesy to let you know that we have 

selected three individual contractors. Since it is not a bid it is what we pay so I don’t think it takes a vote. I may 

be wrong but I don’t think it does. It didn’t last year, I just came before you and told you who we had selected. 

So, I don’t believe it takes a bid or a vote.  

Brian Flynn: Okay, thank you Jerry. 

Jerry Foustnight: thank you. 

 

Brian Flynn: Chief David Marion Fire Department swearing in, 

 

Marion Fire Department- Swearing in 

 

Assistant Fire Chief Justin Planck: Chief David is off today so I will be taking his place. Deputy Chief Justin 

Planck here. I have got three firefighters that have done a really good job of becoming a Marion Fireman. They 

have completed the necessary training and education and continue to do so. Like I said they will be a good asset 

to Marion Fire Department so without further ado I will bring them in. I will bring the three of them behind me 

here it is kind of tight quarters so we will get them sworn in. The first one will be Dave McQueen, following 

Kenny Dale, and the third one will be Ethan Griffith. Like I said they have completed their year and at this time 

I would like to swear them in. 

 

Assistant Chief Planck swore in David McQueen, Kenny Dale, and Ethan Griffith.  

Assistant Chief Planck: These are the three, can you see them? 

Brian Flynn: We can see two. 

Assistant Chief Planck: Dave McQueen here, Kenny Dale, and Ethan Griffith. 

Brian Flynn: Welcome aboard firefighters. 

Cindy Cunningham: Congratulations.  

Linda Wilk: Congratulations. 

Robin Fouce: Congratulations. 

Alex Huskey: Congratulations to all.  

Assistant Chief Planck: Okay, board thank you for that. I also have paperwork here for the president’s signature 

on that. I will send it to Aisha and get it to you President Flynn if that is ok.  

Brian Flynn: That works fine, thank you. 

Assistant Chief Planck: Okay. 

 

No action taken.  

 

Brian Flynn: I think we have the Marion Fire Department up again on Lexipol. 

 

Marion Fire Department- Chapter 9 policies 

 

Assistant Chief Planck: Yeah, this is just real quick it won’t take any time. I believe everyone has the capability 

to sign into Lexipol. That is nothing new, if there are any problems getting signed in just let me know. It would 

probably be easier if maybe you come up here or I can meet with you somewhere and go over those instructions 

if there is any confusion. It is pretty self-explanatory. I did send the instructions out via email and like I said if 



there are any questions do not hesitate to give me a call or let me know. There are three policies that have been 

pushed out. I believe everybody has seen those and if not please let me know.  

Brian Flynn: I have seen them, I did have question on a couple of the languages. This is similar to what I 

brought before in one or two of the other chapters. In chapter 903.3 the closing paragraph says “the ECO should 

act as the liaison” one of the questions I have is and when we talked with um Tom Hunt about his prior, if the 

intent is that they will act, that language instead of should be changed to shall. 

Assistant Chief Planck: Shall.., sure. And these are rough drafts and I will correct that so thank you for bringing 

that to my attention.  

Brian Flynn: And the same comment later on it says “they should review and update.” 

Assistant Chief Planck: Sure, yep, got it. 

Brian Flynn: And then I will, I will follow up. You may want to just breeze through some of those and look for 

other ones but I did find 903 5.3 and 5.5.  A couple other references to should and it looks like shall would be 

more appropriate there.  

Assistant Chief Planck: Okay. Yeah, I have got that noted and I will look those over and take care of that.  

Brian Flynn: Okay, thank you. Board any other comments?  

Cindy Cunningham: not from me. 

Brian Flynn: Do we need to wait to approve these for the corrected language or are we comfortable with 

approving them based on the edits that have been noted. 

Assistant Chief Planck: That’s whatever you guys I guess will find convenient for you. It will be easy for me to 

correct however you guys want it done. I can do either way so if you want me to make that correction and me 

send that email or if you want to look in Lexipol itself and see that it has been edited I will let you know just as 

soon as I fix that error.  

Linda Wilk: Is there a time line? Are you under a deadline if we don’t today? 

Assistant Chief Planck: No not necessarily, no. 

Linda Wilk: Okay, I guess I would prefer to wait unless you needed it today. 

Assistant Chief Planck: No. 

Linda Wilk: Wait until it is done. 

Brian Flynn: I agree with that. You may find a couple of other instances that we didn’t see. Okay with that do 

we need a motion to revisit this after the edits? 

Motion to revisit chapter 9 after the edits Alex Huskey- seconded Dana Gault. 

Motion carried. 

 

 

PAYMENT OF THE BILLS- 

 

Motion to pay the bills for June 1, 2020- Alex Huskey; seconded Cindy Cunningham Motion carried 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Motion to adjourn Linda Wilk; seconded Alex Huskey. Motion carried. 

 

Meeting adjournment 

 

_____________________________________ 

Brian Flynn-President 

Board of Public Works & Safety  

 

ATTEST: 

 

_____________________________________ 

Aisha Richard- Secretary 

Board of Public Works & Safety 


